
MINDFULNESS MEDITATION  –  SESSION 2 BREATHING

Talk:- Breath. Brief introduction to the Breath as mood modulator, anchor and friend.

Concept of the Alarm Body - endemic and remembered 'alarm' situations.

Design Faults for the very stressed. 'Not seeing the wood for the trees'

Approach 'v' avoidance thinking.

Solution. Being mode 'v' doing mode.

Object:- i) To see/feel breath as a tool for control of mental and physical tension.

ii) To continue reconnecting with feeling in the body.

iii) To develop the sense of enjoying that connection. Of  feeling alive. 

Prelude to being in the moment.

iv) Understanding of the reasons for the need and success of Mindfulness with respect to

the non-usefulness of thinking whilst stressed/depressed amongst other design faults

Handout:- Design Faults in the Alarm System

Breathing 1.

Considerations of energy

Difference between 'doing' and 'being' modes. 

The 3 step gear change. Stepping into the 'bigger container'.

Class meditation and Home work. 

i) Quiet breathing, beginning of moving energy in arms. 

Umbilical, full circular. Side to side crossover.

ii) Qi Gong stretch 

iii) Awareness of breath. 

Concept of the week – Non-striving.

Using awareness to notice 'doing' mode and to gently bring it back to 'being' mode.
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IN BRIEF

i) BREATH influences our mood and is in turn influenced by our emotional state in a reciprocal fashion. Alarm 

makes us take a sharp intake of breath. Deliberately taking slow deep breaths can calm us down. We can use 

the breath to enhance a sense of elation. We can use it differently to 'ground' us.  Many muscles can be 

employed in the production of breath. Mostly these work automatically. Learning to use different parts of the 

trunk to breathe different types of breath gives us access to these different 'state' controls.

ii) BREATH can be used to take time out when we are under pressure. It can also provide an anchor or an oasis to 

return to if we are having or working on a difficult experience. Watching the breath reveals each one to be 

different in subtle ways.

iii) With this and with the sense of comfort that comes when you tune into the internal massage against internal 

organs and the muscles on the inside of the ribs, your breath can become, as it were, a friend. Learn to dance 

with the breath.

iv) DESIGN FAULTS It comes as quite a shock to realise that our wonderful brains are riddled with what would 

be called 'design faults' if we were a new design of car. The main one is that we react in the same 'fight or 

flight' way to internal alarms as we would - and did - to the threat of external predators. Priming ourselves as 

though for a fight when a thought oppresses us or our car won't start is not helpful. And this can go on all day 

long. So many are the potential 'threats' within modern day life that the voice from the alarm centre takes it as 

quite natural to be scanning all day long. 

This wouldn't matter so much if 

a) the insidious repetitive alarm bells did not eat away at our physiological 'maintenance' time and give us 

sub-standard health.

b) the alarm driven 'avoidance' type mode of thinking was not so entirely different from 'approach' 

curiosity led thinking 

c) the incessant stream of chatter did not insinuate itself into our minds to pretend that it is us.

v) There are distinct differences, not only in the way the mind behaves but in the way the body behaves  for 

BEING mode and DOING mode. Physiology, feeling, focus, thoughts, critical style, life style and ego are all 

influenced differently when we choose one rather than the other. 

SOLUTION:-

Gain mastery of the breath to be able to

 'take time out' and reset the the thermostat. 

To explore the body with awareness and move energy around the body.

To move energy through any areas of blockage.

Be aware of the difference between BEING and DOING and how it influences thoughts and behaviour.
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BEING MODE
Parasympathetic dominant  -  YIN  –   Tortoise – Heart

Physiology
Healing mode
     Repair
     Endocrine glands
     Sleep
     Digestion

Feeling
Living experientially through body and senses.
Sense of spaciousness, expansive
Approach oriented. 
Coming from the heart.

Focus 
Paying attention on purpose differently
Examining experience 
Examining when and how thoughts appear.

Thoughts
Thoughts as mental events
Thinking before acting
Able to interrupt thought cascades
Being in the present 
Creative thinking
Self accepting

Critical style
Non-judgemental, self accepting

Life style 
Less goal oriented
The journey is the adventure
No attachment to achieving goal
Present orientation
Not trying to force life to be a certain way
Able to relax

Ego
Escape from the ego (not competitive, acquisitive or 
attention seeking,)
Patient

DOING MODE
Sympathetic dominant  -   YANG  –  Hare – Head

Physiology
Defensive/alarm mode
     Muscular tension
     Cardiovascular/Respy increase
     Vigilance
     Immune activation /possible overload
     Blood sugar and stress hormones raised

Feeling
Living largely through brain and thought.
Convergent focus. Constrictive.
Avoidance oriented.

Focus
Focused on threat. 
Survival

Thoughts
Thoughts as truths until proved otherwise..
Tending to act now think later.
Difficulty interrupting thought cascades.
Future and Past oriented
Vigilance thinking 
Self critical

Critical style
More judgemental, self critical

Life style
More goal oriented. The destination is the goal.
Attached to achievement.
Past/future orientation
Need to fill every moment
Lots of 'To Do' lists.
 (nb we are born achievers – doers )

Ego
Bound up with ego.(competitive, acquisitive and 
attention seeking,)
Impatient
.
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